The latest implementations of pairings allow efficient schemes for Pairing Based Cryptography. These make the use of pairings suitable for small and constrained devices (smart phones, smart cards. . . ) in addition to more powerful platforms. As for any cryptographic algorithm which may be deployed in insecure locations, these implementations must be secure against physical attacks, and in particular fault attacks. In this paper, we present the state-of-the-art of fault attacks against pairing algorithms, more precisely fault attacks against the Miller algorithm and the final exponentiation which are the two parts of a pairing calculation.
Introduction
In 1984, A. Shamir challenged the cryptography community to find a protocol based on the user identity [40] . This challenge was solved nearly twenty years later by D. Boneh and M. Franklin. In 2003, D. Boneh and M. Franklin created an identity-based encryption (IBE) scheme based on pairings [10] . The general scheme of an identity based encryption is described in [10] and several protocols based on pairings have been developed since [28] . A feature of Identity Based protocols is that a computation of a pairing involving the private key and the ciphertext is performed in order to decipher a message. A pairing is a bilinear map e taking as inputs two points P and Q of an elliptic curve. The pairing computation gives the result e(P , Q). Several pairings have been described in the literature. The Weil and the Tate pairing were developed [42] without any considerations for the efficiency of the computation. Once pairings were used to construct protocols, cryptographers sought more efficient algorithms. In chronological order, the Duursma and Lee algorithm [15] , the Eta [6] , Ate, twisted Ate [25] , optimal pairings [44] and pairing lattices [24] were discovered. Recently, a construction of pairing over a general abelian variety was proposed in [33] . The latest implementations results [2, 5, 11, 22, 38] of pairing computations are fast enough to consider the use of pairing based protocols in embedded devices. Consequently, it seems fair to wonder if pairing based protocols involving a secret are secure against physical attacks in general and fault attacks in particular. Side channel attacks have been analysed in [47] where they conclude that an efficient countermeasure would be to set the secret as the first parameter. In [30] , Kim et al. analyse the effect of side channel attacks against pairings over binary fields. According to the recent work of Joux [27] , pairings over binary fields are not secure. We focus here on fault attacks against pairings in fields with a large prime characteristic.
Since 2006, several fault attacks against pairings have been proposed. In this article, we will present what are in our opinion the most significant ones. For each attack, we assume that the pairing is used during an Identity Based Protocol. The secret point is stored into a smart card or an electronic device that can be attacked with fault attacks. The location of the secret is in practice not important. Indeed, the equations that leak information about the secret can provide information whether the secret is the first or the second parameter. Often, the attack is easier when the secret is the second parameter. That is why we consider the cases where the first parameter is the secret argument.
The article is organized as follows. We briefly recall the background necessary to understand pairings and IBE in Section 2. The first fault attack against a pairing was proposed by Page and Vercauteren [36] and is presented in Section 3.1. Then, we describe the adaptations of the previous attack against the Miller algorithm in Section 3.2. Whelan et Scott [46] highlighted the fact that pairings without a final exponentiation are more sensitive to a sign change fault attack. After that, El Mrabet [16] generalized the attack of Page and Vercauteren to the Miller algorithm used to compute all the recent optimizations of pairings. Another method is adopted in [3] , based on instruction skips, and presented in Section 3.2. In [31] , Lashermes et al. proposed a fault attack against the final exponentiation during a Tate-like pairing. Their attack is described in Section 4. In Section 5, we present the attack against the pairing defined over a general abelian variety. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.
Background on pairings
In this section, the definition and construction of a pairing is presented. We briefly recall the interest of pairing based cryptography and we present the security issues.
Short introduction to pairings
We consider pairings defined over an elliptic curve E(F p ), for p a large prime number. The point at infinity of E is denoted P ∞ . In order to illustrate the attacks, we consider the short Weierstrass equation of E which is in Jacobian coordinates: Y 2 = X 3 + aXZ 4 + bZ 6 , with a, b ∈ F p .
Remark 1 Pairings can be defined for E(F q ), with q a power of a prime number. In practice the small characteristics are not secure [27] so we do not take these cases into consideration. Today, a pairing is not constructed over F q , for q a power of a medium prime. As far as we know it has never been realized in practice but it could be interesting for efficiency reasons. Nevertheless, the attacks we describe here can be adapted to these cases.
Remark 2
The equation of E does not influence the scheme of the attacks described in this paper. We describe them considering the short Weierstrass equation, but the same attack can be adapted for any other kind of equation like Edwards [21] for instance. Furthermore, a recent work [33] proposes the computation of pairings over theta functions. We show in Section 5 that the pairing defined over theta functions are sensitive to fault attacks too. The attack is also independent from the choice of the coordinates. As the pairing is often more efficient in Jacobian coordinates, we choose to work with those. But the same attacks are effective for affine, projective or any other coordinates [17] .
Let r be a prime number dividing card(E(F p )). Let k be the smallest integer such that r divides (p k − 1). The integer k is called the embedding degree of E with respect to r. Let
Definition 1 A pairing is a bilinear and non degenerate function: e :
Initially, pairings were exclusively defined as mathematical functions, e.g. the Weil and the Tate pairings [42] . With the development of pairing based cryptography, researchers were aiming for an efficient implementation and this brought out the definition of the Duursma and Lee algorithm [15] , the Eta [6] , Ate, twisted Ate [25] , optimal pairing [44] and pairing lattices [24] (in chronological order and from the less to the most efficient pairing). The Weil and the Tate pairings are constructed using the Miller algorithm [34] , as for the Ate, twisted Ate, optimal pairing and pairing lattices. The Duursma and Lee algorithm and the Eta pairing are not based on the Miller algorithm. The most efficient pairings are constructed on the Tate model: Ate, twisted Ate, optimal pairing and pairing lattices. So we only recall here the definition of the reduced Tate pairing. A more complete definition of the Tate pairing can be found in [7, Section IX.5] .
Definition 2 Let E(F p ) be an elliptic curve over the finite field F p for p a prime number, r a divisor of card(E(F p )), k the embedding degree of E relatively to r.
where f r,P (Q) is the Miller function defined by the divisor D = r(P )−(rP )−(r −1)(P ∞ ).
The Miller function is computed through the Miller algorithm presented in Algorithm 1 and referenced in [12] . The Miller algorithm is constructed on the double and add scheme using the construction of rP . The Miller algorithm is based on the notion of divisors. We only give here the essential elements for the pairing computation.
The Miller algorithm constructs the rational function f r,P associated to the point P , where P is a generator of G 1 ; and at the same time, it evaluates f r,P (Q) for a point Q ∈ G 2 ⊂ E(F p k ).
The Ate, twisted Ate, optimal pairing and pairing lattices are constructed on the model of the Tate pairing. They are composed of one Miller algorithm execution followed by a final exponentiation. They differ by their number of iterations and sometimes by the role of P and Q. More details can be found in [24, 25, 44] .
The final exponentiation is used to ensure the uniqueness of the resulting value of two equal pairing computations (e.g. e(P , [2] Q) = e( [2] P , Q)). The final exponentiation maps the result of the Miller algorithm into the group formed by the r th roots of unity in F * p k . The exponentiation f p k −1 r is often used [39] . The most useful property in pairing based cryptography is its bilinearity: e([n]P , [m]Q) = e(P , Q) nm , with n and m integers. Pairings can be used to construct several protocols and in particular those allowing identity based cryptography [28] . During an identity based protocol, one of the argument of the pairing is secret, it can be the point P or the point Q. All the other parameters like the elliptic curve E(F p ), r, k the embedding degree and the implementation of the pairing are public. We present here existing fault attacks that allow the recovery of the secret.
Identity based cryptography
The first use of pairings was for the cryptanalysis of Elliptic Curves Cryptography: the Weil pairing shifts the discrete logarithm problem (DLP) from an elliptic curve to a finite field. After that the pairing was used to improve existing protocols as tri-partite Diffie Hellman key exchange [26] , and to construct original protocol like identity based encryption [7, 10] .
The aim of identity based encryption is that a person λ can use his own identity λ as a public key. His private key would be sent to him by a trusted authority T. This trusted authority will have all the private keys related to the identity based protocol. In this protocol, there is no need to maintain a public directory of all public keys linked to the identities. The general scheme of an identity based key exchange is the following.
The public data is an elliptic curve E over a finite field F q , a pairing e, and a hash function H , this hash function associates a point of E(F q ) to an identity: H : {I dentity} → E(F q ). We consider that two persons, Alice and Bob, want to have a common secret key in order to have a secure communication.
With the public data, Alice can compute Q B = H (Bob) the public key of Bob, and Bob can compute Q A = H (Alice) the public key of Alice.
Alice and Bob ask the trusted authority to receive their secret key. The secret key is a point of E (F q 
e([s]H (A), H (B)) = e(H (A), [s]H (B)) = e(H (A), H (B)) s
The particularity of identity based cryptography is that a potential spy knows the algorithm used, the number of iterations and the exponent. The secret is only one of the argument of the pairing. The secret key does not influence the execution time nor the number of iterations in the algorithm, which is different from RSA protocols.
In this simple protocol, the pairing computation involves the secret point and a public point. If the secret point is discovered by an attacker, he can then impersonate the target.
Fault attacks
The goal of a fault attack is to inject errors during the calculation of an algorithm in order to reveal sensitive data. At first these attacks required a very precise positioning and expensive apparatuses to be performed, but now even some cheap apparatuses allow to perform them [23] . The faults can be performed using a laser, an electromagnetic pulse, power or clock glitches [13, 14, 29] .
The effect of a fault can be permanent, i.e. a modification of a value in memory, or transient, i.e. a modification of a data which is not stored into memory at one precise moment.
At the bit level, a fault can be a bit-flip if the value of a bit is complemented. Or it can be stuck-at (0 or 1) if the bit modification depends on its value.
The fault can not only modify the data manipulated but also modify the program execution. As an example in a microcontroller, if a fault occurs on the opcode and modifies it, the executed instruction will be modified. This method gives rise to what is called an instruction skip fault model where an instruction is skipped by modifying its opcode to a value representing an instruction without effect (e.g. NOP) or invalid.
Fault attacks against the Miller algorithm
In this section we present the existing attacks against the Miller algorithm. We describe in Section 3.1 an attack against the Duursma and Lee algorithm since it was the first attack against a pairing and, more importantly, all the following attacks are constructed on this scheme. Then in Section 3.2 are described the attacks against the Miller algorithm.
Attack against the Dursma and Lee algorithm
The Duursma and Lee algorithm is not constructed using the Miller algorithm. But it was the first implementation of a pairing to be attacked. The attack was developed by Page and Vercauteren in [36] .
Duursma and Lee [15] define a pairing over hyperelliptic curves and in particular over super singular elliptic curves over finite fields of characteristic 3. For F q with q = 3 m and k = 6, suitable curves are defined by
, Algorithm 2 computes an admissible, symmetric pairing.
The attack developed by Page and Vercauteren in [36] consists in modifying the number of iterations during the Duursma and Lee algorithm. The hypotheses to perform the attack are that -the two inputs parameters (points P and Q) are fixed, one is secret and the other public; -the pairing implementation is public; -two pairing computations are done, one valid and one faulty.
The analysis of the quotient of the two results gives information about the secret. Indeed, the quotient of the two results cancel terms that are not influenced by the fault. In a first time, Page and Vercauteren described how to recover the secret point if the final exponentiation is not performed (i.e. Line 9 of Algorithm 2). Then they explain how to reverse the final exponentiation for a complete attack.
Attack without the final exponentiation Let P = (x P , y P ) be the secret input during the pairing computation and let Q = (x Q , y Q ) be selected by the attacker. We consider the Duursma and Lee algorithm without the final exponentiation (Line 9).
Let e[Δ] be the execution of Algorithm 2 where the fault replaces the loop bound m (in Line 2) with Δ. Then the result of the Duursma and Lee algorithm without the final exponentiation instead of being a product of polynomials of the form
If Δ = m + 1, then recovering the secret point P is easy. We have two results
where R 1 is correct and R 2 is faulty. Let g (i) be the i-th factor of a product produced by the algorithm. The quotient of the two results produces a single factor
Given that ∀z ∈ F q , z 3 m = z, the attacker can easily extract x P or y P based on the knowledge of x Q and y Q .
In practice, the faulty result Δ cannot be forced to m + 1. It is more realistic to assume that the fault gives Δ = m ± τ for a random unknown integer τ . As a consequence, the attacker compute two results
and once again, considering the quotient, the attacker obtains a single term g (m±τ +1) .
In order to apply the same approach, the attacker should discover the exact value of τ . Indeed, this value is needed to correct the powers of x P , y P , x Q and y Q . As the implementation of Duursma and Lee algorithm is supposed public, the number of operations performed during the faulty execution leaks the value of τ . Then the attack consists in several faulty executions of Algorithm 2 until we find two results R 1 and R 2 satisfying the requirements. The probability to obtain two values R 1 and R 2 after a realistic number of tests was computed in [16] .
The probability to obtain two consecutive numbers after n picks among N integers is
For instance, for an 8-bits architecture only 15 tests are needed to obtain a probability larger than one half, P (15, 2 8 ) = 0.56, and only 28 for a probability larger than 0.9.
Reversing the final exponentiation The attack described above is efficient without the final exponentiation. But since the final exponentiation is a part of the Duursma and Lee algorithm, Page and Vercauteren present a method to reverse it. The problem is that given the result R = e(P , Q) the attacker want to recover S, the value obtained Line 7 of Algorithm 2 before the final exponentiation (i.e. R = S q 3 −1 ). Given R, the value of S is only determined up to a non zero factor in F q 3 . Indeed, the Fermat little theorem implies that ∀c ∈ F q 3 \ {0}, c q 3 −1 = 1. Furthermore, for one solution S of the equation X q 3 −1 − R = 0, all the other solutions are of the form cS, for c ∈ F q 3 \ {0}. At first sight, the attacker would not be able to choose the correct value S among the q 3 − 1 possibilities. However, given the description of the attack, the attacker does not need to reverse the powering of a full factor, but only a single factor with a special form:
We want to recover g (m±τ +1) , in order to find the coordinates of the secret point x P and y P .
In order to solve this problem, Page and Vercauteren split it in two 1. a method to compute one valid root of R = g q 3 −1 for some factor g, and 2. a method to derive the correct value of g from among all possible solutions.
The first problem is solved throughout the method of Lidl and Niederreiter [32] to compute roots of the linear operator X q 3 − R · X on the vector space F q 6 /F q 3 . They use a matrix representation of the problem to find all the solution of the equation X q 3 −1 − R = 0. Then in order to find the correct root among the q 3 − 1 possibilities, Page and Vercauteren use the specific form of the factors in the product. Indeed, the terms ρσ and ρ 2 σ do not appear in the correct value and this gives a linear system of equations providing the solution. As the method to reverse the final exponentiation is specific to the Duursma and Lee algorithm, we do not give the equations. They are presented with examples in [20, 36] .
Attacks against the Miller algorithm
A specific sign change attack The first attack against the Miller algorithm was developed by Whelan and Scott [46] . They use the same approach than the attack against Duursma and Lee. They compute two pairing values, one correct and one faulty. However the fault is no longer on the Miller loop bound but into the Miller variable. Whelan and Scott analyse several pairings and study the success of the attack whether the secret is the point P or Q. They consider the case of the Eta pairing [6] . This pairing is defined over super singular curves for small characteristics. Considering the recent result on the discrete logarithm problem [27] and the fact that the attack is based on the scheme of Page and Vercauteren attack, we do not describe it. Whelan and Scott target the Weil pairing. First they try to describe a general fault model: any fault is injected during any iteration of the Miller algorithm. The attacker needs to solve a non linear system and they conclude that it could not be done. So they consider a more specific attack: a sign change fault attack (a single sign bit is flipped [9] ). They consider that the attacker modifies the sign of one of the coordinates of the point P or Q.
This attack is the most efficient when exactly the last iteration of the Miller algorithm is corrupted. They consider the ratio between a valid and a faulty executions of the Weil pairing and, using the equations, they obtain a linear system in the coordinates of the secret point. In this case, the attack is successful. If the fault is injected earlier in the Miller algorithm, the analysis is more complex, as several square and cubic roots have to be computed, but possible. Then they consider the Tate pairing. As the Tate pairing is also constructed using the Miller algorithm, the attack described for the Weil pairing should be efficient. However, due to the complex final exponentiation they conclude that the Tate pairing is efficiently protected against the sign change fault they propose.
A general fault attack In [16] , El Mrabet considers a fault attack based on the Page and Vercauteren attack [36] . The fault consists in modifying the number of iterations during the execution of the Miller algorithm. As the Miller algorithm is the central step for the Weil, the Tate, Ate, twisted Ate, optimal pairings and pairing lattices, the fault model is valuable for a wide class of pairings. However, the attack targets only the Miller algorithm, the final exponentiation is not reversed cryptanalytically and the author assume that another attack could annihilate it. In Section 4 we describe a recent attack that reverse the final exponentiation. We describe here the general attack against the Miller algorithm. The difficulty of the attack relates to the resolution of a non linear system.
El Mrabet considers that the number of iterations in the Miller algorithm is modified by a fault attack and denotes τ the new number of iterations. The value of τ is random but can be determined afterwards if the attacker knows the number of iterations, by monitoring the timing of the computation for example. The goal is to obtain a pair of results, F τ,P (Q) and F τ +1,P (Q), of two executions of the Miller algorithm. As in the attack on the Duursma and Lee algorithm, we consider the ratio 2 . Then an identification in the basis of F p k leads to a system which reveals the secret point.
Without loss of generality, we describe the attack when the embedding degree of the curve is k = 4. This allows the description of the equation. As the important point of the method is the identification of the decomposition in the basis of F p k , it is easily applicable when k is larger than 3. Indeed, k = 3 is the minimal value of the embedding degree for which the system obtained can be solved. At the τ -th step, the Miller algorithm calculates [j ]P . During the (τ + 1) th iteration, it calculates [2j ]P and considering the value of the (τ + 1) th bit of log 2 (r), it either stops at this moment, or it calculates [2j + 1]P .
Let B = {1, ξ, √ ν, ξ √ ν} be the basis of F p k , this basis is constructed using tower extensions. The point P ∈ E(F p ) is given in Jacobian coordinates, P = (X P , Y P , Z P ) and the point Q ∈ E(F p k ) is in affine coordinates. As k is even, we can use a classical optimisation in pairing based cryptography which consists in using the twisted elliptic curve to write Q = (x, y √ ν), with x, y and ν ∈ F p k/2 and √ ν ∈ F p k [4] . We will consider here only the case where r τ +1 = 0. The case where r τ +1 = 1 can be treated similarly and is described in [16] . The non linear system in the case r τ +1 = 1 is a bit more complex and must be solved using the discriminant theory.
When r τ +1 = 0, we have that
where j is obtained by reading the τ first bits of r and
Using the equation of h 1 , we obtain the following equality:
Considering that the secret is the point P , we know j , τ , the coordinates of Q. The Miller algorithm gives us F τ +1,P (Q) and F τ,P (Q). We calculate the ratio R = F τ +1,P (Q) ( 
Fτ,P (Q))
2 . Using the theoretical form of R and its decomposition in the base B, by identification we can obtain after simplification the following system:
The resolution [16] of this non linear system gives the following equation: So we recover the secret point P , in the case where r τ +1 = 0. The case of r τ +1 = 1 leads also to a non linear system that can be solved using a Grobner basis.
Remark 3
We present the attack in Jacobian coordinates. As the attack is not dependent on the system of coordinates, it will be successful for other systems. In [16] , the affine, projective and Edwards coordinates are also treated. In the paper [45] , the authors consider Hessian coordinates.
Remark 4
We describe the attack with the secret point being P . If the secret is the point Q the attack is also valid, we just obtain an easier system to solve.
The attack against the Miller algorithm is efficient. A model of the attack was implemented in [37] . It is fair to wonder if this attack can be applied to a complete pairing. As the Weil pairing consists in two applications of the Miller algorithm, the Weil pairing is sensitive to this attack. For the Tate-like pairings (Ate, twisted Ate,...) the final exponentiation must be cancelled for the attack to be efficient. As the result of the Miller algorithm has no particular form, it seems difficult to cryptanalytically reverse the final exponentiation. As far as we know it has not be done yet. El Mrabet cites several works in microelectronics that would give the result of the Miller algorithm during a Tate-like pairing computation: for example the scan attack [48] or the under voltage technique [1] . We describe in Section 4 a recent fault attack against the final exponentiation.
Attack against the if instruction In [3] , the authors propose a new fault model as well as an implementation of their fault attack.
The if skip fault model In the Miller algorithm, the addition step is performed or not according to the bits of r. This decision is usually implemented with an if instruction. If an attacker is able to skip an if instruction he can avoid the addition step.
This fault model has several advantages. It can target the last iteration only of the Miller algorithm and as a consequence only one fault injection is required to find the value h 2 (Q). This is better than altering the counter value, where the attacker had to perform fault attacks until he find the faulty results for two consecutive iterations. Then it is not as easy to develop a countermeasure against it as for an attack on the loop counter. In the latter case, it is enough to check the number of iterations that the chip executed. In the if skip case, the number of addition steps is highly dependant on the l value and can vary even if the security level of the parameters do not.
Recovery of h
be the result of the (correct) Miller algorithm expressed with the variables of the last iteration. As we are describing the attack for the Tate pairing, the function h 1 is the tangent at the current point T = (r−1) 2 P and h 2 is the equation of the vertical line passing through the points P and T = (r − 1)P . For any other Tate-like pairing, we should substitute to the previous equation r by ρ which is the integer that gives the number of iteration of the Miller algorithm.
If an attacker skip the if instruction in the last iteration, he obtains the value
With a faulty result and a correct one, he can then compute the ratio
Finding the secret with h 2 (Q) With the value h 2 (Q), the attacker still has to find the secret (the point P in our case). The following computations are done for the Tate pairing in particular. In this case the value r is the order of the groups used in the pairing. As a consequence, in the last iteration, the equation T = −P holds. In affine coordinates in the last iteration, with an embedding degree 2, h 2 (Q) = x Q − x P since T = −P : the line is the vertical passing through P . So knowing the value h 2 (Q) the attacker can find x P with x Q known. Using the elliptic curve equation, two candidates are possible for the y P value. By trying the two possible input points in the Miller algorithm, he can find y P with the comparison of these two Miller results and the correct one.
The result in Jacobian coordinates is slightly different. The equations are computed with an embedding degree 4 and the basis B = {1, ξ, √ ν, ξ √ ν}. The point P has Jacobian coordinates (x P , y P , z P ) and Q has coordinates (x Q , y Q √ ν). In the last iteration, the simplified value h 2 (Q) is h 2 (Q) = z 2 P x Q −x P . When the attacker computes the ratio R = F P (Q) F P (Q) * , he finds a value which can be decomposed on the basis B.
The decomposition of h 2 (Q) on the basis B yields the system
where
Since Q is known to the attacker, this system can be solved to provide the values z 2 P and then x P . There are 4 possible candidates for the point P which have to be verified by comparing with the correct result of the Miller algorithm.
Remark 5
In the case of other pairings (Ate,. . . ), the same attack can be applied. The main difference is that we find a point multiple of P : λP for a public integer λ. Indeed, we consider that except the secret point, every detail of the implementation is public.
An implementation of the attack
The authors of this attack [3] implemented their attack on a chip, an ATmega128L, with a laser fault injection. They demonstrated the feasibility of the if instruction skip on a dummy algorithm mimicking the structure of the Miller algorithm. After locating the right spot for the laser fault injection, they were able to successfully skip an if instruction.
The if instruction skip has two big advantages. It easily target a specific iteration in the Miller algorithm. It is possible to combine it with another instruction skip in the final exponentiation in order to realise a full attack on the pairing computation algorithm. But this later possibility is yet to be proven experimentally.
Countermeasures
Several countermeasures can be implemented to prevent a fault attack. They are referred in [20] , we briefly recall them here. We can preventively use randomization of the inputs in order to prevent any leakage of information or detect any alteration of the circuit and then abort the pairing computation.
In order to detect any alteration of the computation we can The randomization and blinding methods are both based on the bilinearity of pairings:
α) use the homogeneity property of Jacobian and projective coordinates to represent the point P , β) use the homogeneity property of Jacobian and projective coordinates to represent the point Q (with a modification of the equations in the Miller algorithm), γ ) randomize the inputs points using a random field element and modify the pairing algorithm in order to cancel out the effects [41] , δ) choose integers a and b such that ab = 1 mod (r) and compute e(P , Q) = e(aP , bQ) [36] , ) choose a random point R such that S = e(P , R) −1 is defined and compute e(P , Q) = e(P , Q + R)S,
The two blinding methods α and β are the lighter one, only 3 multiplications in the finite field F p or 3 multiplications between an element of F p and an element of F p k . Unfortunately, they are not sufficient to prevent a fault attack. Indeed in [19] the authors demonstrate that the blinding of the coordinates using their homogeneity is not sufficient to protect a pairing against fault attacks. The countermeasure γ implies a modification of the Miller algorithm and it could be tricky to find efficient and secure equations. The two countermeasures δ and seem to be the strongest. The method has the drawback of requiring two pairing executions but could also prevent any alteration of the computation. As a consequence, we think that in order to assure a secure implementation of pairings, the countermeasure should be considered.
A fault attack against the final exponentiation
The main difficulty faced by fault attacks on the pairing is the final exponentiation. Even if efficient schemes are able to reverse the Miller algorithm, they still require the attacker to have access to the result of the Miller algorithm, correct or faulty.
Several possibilities have been proposed to access these values. First, for some exponents (e.g. q 3 − 1), it is possible to reverse the final exponentiation by using the structure of the Miller result as shown in [36] . A more implementation dependant approach has been proposed in [16] where the authors propose to realise a scan chain attack or to override completely the final exponentiation to directly read the result of the Miller algorithm.
Despite considered previously unrealistic, multiple fault injections during one execution of an algorithm seem to be more and more feasible with some new results in this direction [8, 43] . This new possibility opens the door to a new scheme where two fault attacks are combined: one to reverse the final exponentiation, one to reverse the Miller algorithm.
Until recently, the final exponentiation was thought to be an efficient countermeasure against the fault attacks on the Miller algorithm since it is mathematically impossible to find the unique preimage of the exponentiation and thus the result of the Miller loop. However in [31] , the authors propose a fault attack to reverse the final exponentiation.
Description of the attack
They chose the case were the embedding degree k = 2d is even and they attack the final exponentiation algorithm proposed in [39] .
The exponent is
and can be decomposed as
r . If the result of the Miller algorithm is noted f , we choose the following notation: f 2 = f p d −1 and
(f 3 is the pairing result observed at the end of the computation). Since f ∈ F * p k , f , f 2 and f 3 satisfy the relations
These relations shows that these intermediary values belongs to the groups noted f 2 ∈ μ p d +1 and f 3 ∈ μ r .
Let
be the construction rule for the F p k extension field. v is a quadratic nonresidue in F p d and is a public parameter.
First fault
But this equation holds because f 2 ∈ μ p d +1 . Now if an attacker injects a fault of value e ∈ F p d such that the faulty value f * 2 equals
It is possible to write the fault effect as
And the value (f * 2 ) p d +1 can be computed by the attacker since he can measure the value f * 3 and r:
Moreover,
If the attacker knows the error value e, he can computes
And deduces the two candidates for h 2
With one fault, the attacker found the intermediary value f 2 by checking the two candidates and comparing (f
with f 3 .
Second fault
At this step, the attacker knows f 3 the correct result of the pairing computation and the intermediary value f 2 . Let
In order to recover f , the attacker creates a new fault e 2 ∈ F p d during the inversion in the exponentiation by exponent p d − 1.
Then
Let Δ f 2 be the difference
As f * 2 is not in μ p d +1 with high probability, the attacker can compute (f
Using the relation h = −g · K, we obtain
This quadratic equation provides two solutions for g, each one giving only one possibility thanks to K. The attacker has two candidates for f if he knows e 2 .
If he does not exactly know the fault values but is able to have a limited number of guesses, he can still find f 2 easily. But in order to find f he will have to inject more faults similar to the second one in order to uniquely determine f .
As a conclusion, with a minimum of two separate faults during two executions (plus one correct execution) of the pairing computation, the attacker is able to reverse the final exponentiation.
A notable fact about this fault attack is that it can be achieved with instruction skip faults. As a consequence it is possible to combine it with a fault on the Miller algorithm, if the attacker can inject two faults in the same execution, in order to achieve a full pairing fault attack.
A major disadvantage to this attack, making it easy to counter, is that the attacker must be able to observe f
is called a unitary element, it is possible to speed up the final exponentiation computation by replacing the inversions in the computation of f 3 by conjugations (which is equivalent to an inversion for unitary elements). As a consequence, the attacker cannot observe f * 3 in this case and he cannot realise the attack.
Fault attack against pairings over Theta functions
The latest improvement in the computation of pairings was the description of efficient pairing computations in a more general case for any algebraic variety; and in particular for pairings over Theta functions. In [33] , Lubicz and Robert generalize the notion of the Weil and the Tate pairings to any abelian variety. To do so, they made an explicit link between the Weil and the Tate pairings and the intersection pairing on the degree 1 homology of an abelian variety. The result is a general definition of pairings and they explicit the formulas for the case of level 2 and 4 Theta functions in order to obtain the most efficient algorithm, considering time and memory consumption. Their algorithm to compute a pairing is based on a Montgomery Ladder approach. In [18] , El Mrabet scrutinizes the pairings over Theta functions and proposes a successful fault attack. We describe here the attack. We will not present the theory about Theta functions, we refer to [33] for a detailed approach. We will only present the algorithm for the computation of pairings over Theta functions and the attack.
The Tate pairing over Theta functions For efficiency reasons, the pairing that will be implemented is the Tate pairing (or a variant of the Tate pairing) so we only consider the side channel attacks against the Tate pairing.
Let n, l ∈ N with n even and assume that gcd(n, l) = 1. Let A be an abelian variety over C with period matrix . We represent A as a closed subvariety of P n g −1 by the way of level n Theta functions and suppose that this embedding is defined over K. Let A be the pullback of A via the natural projection κ : A n g → P n g −1 . For P ∈ A, let P be an affine lift of P that is a point of A n g such that κ( P ) = P . Important ingredients of the algorithm in [33] are the Riemann addition formulas. Suppose that the Theta null point 0 = (θ i (0)) i∈Z(n) is known. 
, if we suppose that 0, P , Q and P + Q are affine lifts of 0, P , Q and P + Q with coordinates in K, then we have for i ∈ Z(n),
with e T (., .) representing the Tate pairing whenever the right hand side is well defined.
The algorithm ScalarMult is composed of a doubling algorithm and a differential addition algorithm given in Fig. 1 , where a, b, A and B are constants depending on the Theta functions.
If we compare the efficiency of the Tate and of the Weil pairings, the former is more efficient than the later at least for the security levels considered today, when pairings are computed using a Miller algorithm. In the case of Theta functions, the algorithmic complexity of the Tate pairing consists in two applications of the function ScalarMult, while the Weil pairing consists in four applications of this function described in [33] . It is quite evident that the Tate pairing over Theta functions will always be more efficient than the Weil pairing over the Theta functions. So we study only the weaknesses of the Tate pairing against a fault attack. Nevertheless, the attacks described for the Tate pairing can easily be adapted to the Weil pairing. As a consequence the countermeasure proposed here must be considered also for the implementation of the Weil pairing.
The Tate pairing is composed of two applications of ScalarMult. First of all, we focus on a fault attack against one application of ScalarMult and after that we will consider an attack against the Tate pairing. The same argument can provide the result of a fault attack against the Weil pairing, or any optimization of the Tate pairing namely Ate, twisted Ate or optimal pairings. The function ScalarMult is a Montgomery Ladder composed by the Doubling and Differential Addition algorithms at each step. When the secret is the exponent this algorithm is an efficient countermeasure to side channel attacks. In the case of pairing based cryptography, the secret is not the exponent but one of the parameters of the Montgomery Ladder algorithm. Consequently, the analysis considering side channel attacks against the Montgomery Ladder for the classical use in cryptography (efficient exponentiation) is no more available.
One model of fault attacks in pairing based cryptography consists in forcing the algorithm to stop early by reducing the number of iterations and by finding the results of two consecutive iterations τ and τ + 1. The results of these two executions give equations that allow to find the secret. In the case of pairings over Theta functions, the fault attack consists in finding one of the coordinates involved during the computation of ScalarMult( P + Q, Q, P ). The ScalarMult algorithm is composed by the doubling and differential addition algorithms, the results of ScalarMult are the coordinates of P + lQ. The fault attack consists in reducing the number of iteration of ScalarMult. The fault attack for a pairing over Theta functions is easier than the classical fault attack in pairing based cryptography. We need only one fault and the result of this faulty execution to find the secret involved in the ScalarMult algorithm.
The results of the pairing are the coordinates of the point P + lQ. We can suppose that we obtain one of the two coordinates, for example the coordinate z. With the z coordinate of the result, we are able to recover the secret argument of the pairing computation.
Suppose that we can recover the coordinate z of the point P + j Q, for j < l. As the points P and Q are of order l by construction, the result of the pairing itself cannot give us information. That is why we need to provoke a fault reducing the number of iterations of the ScalarMult algorithm.
Let z 1 = z P +j Q , where j is a known integer. The equation of z 1 is the following
• P = (x P , z P ) = (x, z) (with the notations introduced above)
• A and B are constants.
We first describe the attack of the algorithm ScalarMult, before considering the fault attack against the whole Tate pairing algorithm.
If the secret is the point P Suppose that the point P is secret. The fault attack provides us z 1 , the values A, B, x j and z j are public. All together, they verify the equation
where the data (λ, β, γ ) are known. The coordinates x P and z P are the values we are looking for.
The point P is given in projective coordinates, this equality is correct for any representative of the point P , i.e. for any α = 0 we have
As the coordinates of P are such that x P z P = 0, we can consider that α = 1 z P and write the equation λ = β((x P ) 2 + 1) + γ ((x P ) 2 − 1), which leads to (x P ) 2 = λ−β+γ β−γ . Up to the sign, we find one coordinate of a representative of the point P and from that point we can find the secret.
If the secret is the point Q The formulae are symmetric in the coordinates of P and j Q. Following the same scheme, we obtain z 1 for j not equal to the order of Q and that gives the coordinates of a representative of j Q knowing j . To find the coordinates of Q, we just have to compute the inverse of j mod (l) and after that we can recover the coordinates of the point Q.
The condition to perform the fault attack when Q is secret is to stop the computation before j = l, as Q is a point of order l. This is a simplification of the fault attack against the pairing considering Miller algorithm, because we only need one faulty execution of ScalarMult.
Considering the computation of the Tate pairing
Recall that the algorithm to compute the Tate pairing is
The attacks described above for ScalarMult can be directly adapted to the Tate pairing (and also to the Weil pairing). For efficiency reasons, the computation of ScalarMult( P + Q, Q, P , l) i and ScalarMult( Q, Q, 0, l) i would certainly be implemented in parallel. As a consequence, the fault attack forces the algorithm to stop after the same number of iterations and the result ScalarMult( P + Q, Q, P , j) i and ScalarMult( Q, Q, 0, j) i , for the same integer j . For both cases, the secret being either P or Q, the homogeneity of projective coordinates is a trapdoor that gives information about the secret. Let P be the secret point and Q be public, then the coordinate P i is also secret, but the homogeneity of the projective coordinates allows us to consider that for example the z coordinate is set to 1, exactly like in the attack described above. We just have to be careful and set the same coordinate to 1 in both calls to ScalarMult, the z one for example. The (13) would give a slightly different system but linear and easily solvable. The method is the same if the point Q is secret. [46] Miller algorithm Sign change Bit-flip 1 (+1) El Mrabet [16] Miller algorithm Loop counter Data n|P (n, N) > 0.5 (+1) modification Bae et al. [3] Miller algorithm If skip Instruction skip 1 (+1) Lashermes et al. [31] Final exponentiation Group change Data 2+ (+1) modification El Mrabet [18] Pairing on Theta Loop counter Data 1 functions modification
Countermeasure for the fault attack Considering that the fault attack uses the homogeneity of the coordinates, this latter property cannot be used as a countermeasure. A solution would be to use the bilinearity of the pairing [20] . Indeed, if we compute the Tate pairing between the points P and Q, the bilinearity induces that e T (P , Q) = e T δP , (δ −1 mod (l))Q , for a non zero integer δ. The cost of this countermeasure consists in two exponentiations over the variety A(K) ( Table 1) .
Conclusion
We presented in this paper the vulnerability to fault attacks of pairing algorithms when used in an Identity Based Protocol. The first attack against Duursma and Lee algorithm target the number of iterations. The final exponentiation in this case can be reversed using cryptanalytic equations. The most efficient pairings are constructed on the Tate model: an execution of the Miller algorithm followed by a final exponentiation. The Miller algorithm and the final exponentiation were separately analysed with respect to fault attacks. The Miller algorithm was attacked by a modification of the number of iterations and by the corruption of the if condition during the last iteration. The final exponentiation was attacked using two "independent" errors in the computation . For once it would be interesting to validate all those fault attack schemes on practical implementations running on a embedded chip. In [19] , the authors demonstrate the feasibility of two models of fault attacks against the Miller algorithm. They consider the controlled add and the loop skip fault models. During the controlled add attack the authors target experimentally one addition at several moments to recover the secret used during the pairing computation. The loop skip model realizes in practice the theoretical attack developed in [46] . These two attacks focus only on the Miller algorithm. Further work is necessary to develop an attack against a whole Tate-like pairing, including the Miller algorithm and the final exponentiation. For example in [8] , the authors achieve this with clock glitches. For that purpose they perform two fault injections during one pairing execution. The first fault allows them to exit the Miller loop after the first iteration. The second fault is used to skip entirely the final exponentiation. Skipping the final exponentiation is possible only if the method is not inlined (without compiler optimizations). In the other case a fault attack on this algorithm (such as the one presented in Section 4) would be needed as precised by the authors.
We also highlight the fact that a more general pairing constructed over an algebraic variety is sensitive to fault attacks. As a conclusion, we can say that the fault attack is a threat against an identity based protocol and consequently any implementation of pairings should be protected against physical attacks. We describe existing countermeasures to fault attacks. For now the strongest countermeasures are the one related to the bilinearity of pairings, with the drawback of a double pairing computation.
